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First of thanks for all the feedback on my previous two mods 1996 The War Begins
and 1997 A year focused on War keep any improvements coming on both, I will
still upload new data and update them when necessary while doing this mod.
Unlike the other two this won't be a short mod, done over the period of two or
three weeks, both the other two only required small few month updates where as
this is going to be a three year add on to the 1997 mod, also a new picture pack
and new bios need to be done due to the time period jump so this will be a longer
process but hopefully with the help of the community on the boards we can keep it
from dragging on. 2000 marked a big point for wrestling, all three major American
companies now had national television, WWF was taking over the mainstream like
never before and wrestling was more accepted than ever. Who will YOU choose to
play as? Turn WCW around from the mess they've gotten themselves into under
the Russo regime...Despite losing much talent can you use TNN to take ECW to a
national promotion?...The WWF is at it's highest point yet and never reached this
level of success again, maybe your the one to break that barrier.
What's Happening Now:
WWF:
. The Rock and Sock connection has captured the hearts of the audience as their
comedy skits have been wildly successful even achieving the highest rated
segment in wrestling history quite recently.

. The Big Show is currently the WWF champion, one of the more forgettable reigns
in history and there is talk of him dropping the title even before Royal Rumble.
. The McMahon's have become a pivotal part of the show since Montreal 1997 even
steeping into the ring to compete on several occasions.
. Chris Jericho made one of the biggest debuts in history, verbally sparing with
The Rock, unfortunately he has cooled off since them but recently defeated Chyna
to win the Intercontinental title.
. The Rock in some eyes has eclipsed the success of Steve Austin as the number
one guy in the company since Austin was sidelined and written of television with
an injury, whether he'll return to the WWF is in doubt but the injury is set to keep
him out for another 7 months.
WCW:
. After repetitive television and storylines the boom period for WCW died out, the
company failed to push young stars and never closed the book on the nWo
storyline, they now seem to be a distant second in the war with the WWF.
. Vince Russo was brought in as the new head of creative, his ideas so far have
been described and played out as disgraceful, the company has lost so much
momentum resorting to using C list celebrities on Nitro to bring in some
mainstream attention.
. Nitro was three hours long for the whole of 98 but after deciding they didn't have
the talent to fill both Nitro and Thunder the show has been cut back down to 2
ready for the new year.
. Some talent has left to go to the WWF while many cruiserweights decided
against staying with WCW and returning back to Mexico and Japan, leaving a
whole in the midcard.
. Recently as an effort to get back some of the fans of the nWo period, the nWo
2000 was formed with Bret Hart turning heel to align with Jeff Jarrett, Scott
Steiner, Kevin Nash and Scott Hall.
. Many stars who dominated 96 and 97 like Sting, Lex Luger, DDP and Randy
Savage have seem big drops in popularity due to poor booking and storylines.
Savage is only occasionally appearing on WCW television while the man who
revolutionized WCW, Hulk Hogan has took some time off and is expected to return
in late February.
ECW:
. After years of struggle in August 1999 ECW finally got on a national network as
TNN gave them a one hour time slot each week.
. Soon after making the deal with TNN, ECW lost both The Dudley Boys and Tazz
to the WWF, the three were seen as the three biggest stars in the promotion
before leaving.
. Mike Awesome is currently feuding with Masato Tanaka over the ECW world title.
. Raven shockingly returned to win the ECW tag titles from the Dudley Boys on
their last night in ECW, his tag team partner was his bitter rival for many years,
Tommy Dreamer.
. Rob Van Dam is gaining much publicity from wrestling reporters, many calling
him the best wrestler in the world at this time. He is bringing a lot of prestige to
ECW television title, consistently putting on great matches.

First bit of help requested, relationships. Most will be already in the 1997 mod but any that would have been made or
changed from 19972000 would be great.
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